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Dispelling some myths…
• I am not talking about a change 

of name for the subject. 
• I am not talking about changing 

what (the stuff) you teach
• I am not talking about the 

specific inclusion of non-
religious worldviews
• I am talking about an approach



Everyone has (inhabits) a worldview
• Aligns with the 

Commission on     
RE (2018)
• Aligns with ongoing 

development work 
on a religion and 
worldviews 
approach led by 
Stephen Pett and 
three teams of 
curriculum 
developersTo know You more clearly p.28





When you hear the phrase ‘a worldviews 
approach’ what comes to mind?



A very quick summary of a worldviews approach

An approach which emphasizes… An approach which takes seriously…

Hermeneutics Lived, authentic experience

Intellectual humility and dialogue Diversity of belief and practice

Reflexivity Continuity and Change

Wise (critical) interpretation Context

Personal Knowledge/Positionality Different ways of knowing



What connections can you see with 
Catholic RE as outlined in the new 

directory?



A work in progress
• Tentative thinking and application
• Experimental
• Shifting paradigm – easy to fall back into 

a world religions approach
• Important to engage with the thinking –

even if you’re not sure about it!



Relevance to aims of RE in Catholic Schools
• Systematic study
• Religious and theological 

understanding
• Authentic
• Respectful and fruitful 

dialogue
• Critical
• Personal meaning



Relevance to outcome of RE in Catholic Schools

• Religiously literate
• Consciously engaged
• Reflect spiritually
• Think ethically and theologically



How is a worldviews approach relevant to Catholic 
RE? Some specific examples
• Article 4 - RE at the heart of the curriculum and focus on 

academic/scholarly nature of study embracing multiple disciplines
• 2.1.2.2 - RE is genuinely educational includes references to embracing 

disciplinarity, growing in wisdom and critical and respectful dialogue
• 2.1.4 - A pluralistic curriculum includes importance of authenticity in 

dialogue, encountering others and reference to all having a worldview



Scholarly Study
• Embracing multiple disciplines
• Importance of hermeneutics
• Becoming wise interpreters
• Actively discerning



Some examples of scholarly focus
• Theological focus, visual commentary on scripture 

https://www.reonline.org.uk/leadership/resource-of-the-
month/resource-of-the-month-archive/the-visual-commentary-on-
scripture/
• Practical introduction to hermeneutics by Jen Jenkins, Diocese (CofE) 

of Coventry https://www.reonline.org.uk/leadership/practical-
introduction-to-hermeneutics/
• Historical approach to religious studies 

https://www.reonline.org.uk/leadership/resource-of-the-
month/resource-of-the-month-archive/faith-in-the-town-project/
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Critical, respectful dialogue

• Respecting one’s own 
identity and that of others
• Courage to recognize 

difference and embrace 
those who are different as 
‘fellow-travelers’
• Journey with fellow 

travelers
To know You more clearly 
p.27 Draft Resource p.12

It includes all pupils in the enterprise of interrogating the 
sources of their own developing worldviews and how they may 
benefit from exploring and engaging critically with the rich and 
complex heritage of humanity.

This approach explores the real religious landscape. It is an 
educational project – an attempt not to stand outside the 
worldviews of others but to understand what being inside is all 
about, recognising that we do this from a particular 
perspective or worldview ourselves. 

As pupils grow in self-awareness of their assumptions, they are 
better able to identify, interpret and understand the 
worldviews of others. 



An example: Telling my story
• https://www.reonline.org.uk/resources/telling-my-worldview-story/

https://www.reonline.org.uk/resources/telling-my-worldview-story/


Encounters in the world – knowledge lenses
Dialogue and encounter: In this 
branch, pupils will learn how 
Christians work together with 
people of different religious 
convictions and all people of 
goodwill towards the common 
good, respecting the dignity of all 
humanity. They will also 
encounter other pathways of 
belief drawing on the teaching of 
the Church about intercultural 
dialogue
To know You more clearly p.81

It allows for sensitivity around diversity, identity, and legacies 
of power, for example, while equipping pupils to be able to 
take part in dialogue with better understanding of the 
worldviews of others. 

It self-consciously explores the relationship between the 
teachings and doctrines of organised worldviews and the 
beliefs, practice and experience of adherents – what is 
sometimes called ‘lived religion’.

Draft Resource p. 12



An example: Voices from religion and worldviews
• https://www.reonline.org.

uk/resources/voices-
from-religion-and-
worldviews/
• Examples of diversity 

within different 
worldview traditions

https://www.reonline.org.uk/resources/voices-from-religion-and-worldviews/
https://www.reonline.org.uk/resources/voices-from-religion-and-worldviews/
https://www.reonline.org.uk/resources/voices-from-religion-and-worldviews/
https://www.reonline.org.uk/resources/voices-from-religion-and-worldviews/


Transformational in nature
A worldviews approach places 
importance on:
• Reflexivity
• Bringing oneself to the 

learning
• Developing wisdom
• Not assuming assent of faith 

or belief

Blog by a a teacher in a Catholic secondary school



So what might this look like for Catholic RE?
• Approaching the study of texts hermeneutically, ensuring theological 

study is robust and scholarly
• Being attentive to the positionality of the different pupils in the class 

bearing in mind that RE does not ‘assume assent of faith’ (p.15)
• Enabling pupils to become wise interpreters and discerners of 

Catholic traditions, as well as other religious and non-religious 
worldviews
• Ensuring pupils engage with authentic lived experience of other 

religious and non-religious worldviews
• Giving due attention to the diversity within the Catholic tradition



Bringing it all together – a hospitable approach?

• Ontological
• Inclusive
• Relational
• Participatory



An Embrace

In an embrace I open my arms to create space in myself for the other. 
Open arms are a sign that I do not want to be by myself only, an 
invitation for the other to come in and feel at home with me. In an 
embrace I also close my arms around the other. Closed arms are a sign 
that I want the other to become part of me while at the same time I 
maintain my own identity. By becoming part of me, the other enriches 
me. In a mutual embrace, none remains the same because each enriches 
the other, yet both remain true to their genuine selves. 

(Volf 1995, p. 203)



Is this analogy helpful?
How hospitable is your approach?



Discover more
https://www.reonline.org.uk/research/ https://courses.cstg.org.uk/

https://www.reonline.org.uk/research/
https://courses.cstg.org.uk/

